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SUMMARY 

Due to the high level of functionality provided by modern communication based train control systems like ETCS 
the amount and required quality of data has been significantly increased over the whole project life cycle.  The 
efficiency and safety of the supervision directly depends to a large extent on the consistency between the 
topological data base and the actual implementation on the track.  Experience in ETCS projects shows that the 
generation and validation of a consistent and precise topological data base proves to be a challenging task in the 
ETCS projects. 

The paper analyses the new challenges of ETCS projects, especially regarding planning and validation activities.  
Furthermore it describes the approach followed by the SAT.VALID project in order to optimize the final validation 
phase.  The SAT.ENGINE toolset, which captures the track topology in an efficient way and serves as the basis 
for SAT.VALID, is introduced as well. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The introduction of communication based train control systems like ETCS leads to a new complexity regarding 
the engineering and validation processes.  The high degree of functionality provided by ETCS requires a high 
amount of track data.  Additionally, the data has to be more precise in comparison to the train control systems 
that are replaced by ETCS. 

The critical telegram content of communication based train control systems like ETCS refers to the track topology 
in many ways.  Hence, errors in the track data base may remain undiscovered over the engineering process and 
lead to wrongly configured telegram content.  For example, the determined distances between balise groups are 
represented in the movement authority messages in order to detect missing balise groups (linking information).  
Without the support of appropriate tools there is no way to prove the consistency between the topological track 
data and the complex telegram content in an efficient way. 

The following paper presents the tools of the two projects SAT.ENGINE and SAT.VALID, which are developed in 
cooperation between Dresden University of Technology with SIGNON Germany GmbH. The project SAT.VALID 
is sponsored by the German Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology and supports the validation of ETCS 
implementations. SAT.VALID is based on the previously developed SAT.ENGINE toolset, which provides an 
efficient method to capture an updated topology model of the track including the positions of all relevant elements 
like signals, switch tongues, danger points or (planned) balises.  

After a brief analysis about the actual challenges of ETCS projects, both tools will be presented. 

2 CHALLENGES OF ETCS PROCESSES 

Like other communication based train control systems ETCS transmits telegram data between wayside elements 
(balises, loops or radio) and onboard units, mainly in order to provide the required supervision data on the train.  
Thus, the preparation and programming becomes an important part of the engineering process. 

The primary aim of the following description is to point out the main efforts as well as the need for supportive tools 
to manage the complex configuration process of ETCS implementations.  Figure 1 shows the relevant activities 
from the generation of a topological data base up to the validation phase. 
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2.1 Generation of planning data base 

The planning and engineering process relies to a large extent on consistent track data, which should represent 
the actual track topology and meet the required precision requirements.  ETCS is planned and engineered often 
into an existing or to be constructed track topology with signalling equipment.  In many cases the available plan 
data are not suitable for ETCS planning.  Typical reasons amongst others are: 

• Required accuracy: In contrast to older train control systems all relevant elements like signals, switch 
points, speed changes or danger points have to be captured with at least metre precision.   

• Inappropriate reference system: The kilometre line of the track, which usually serves as reference for 
the most train control systems, cannot provide the required accuracy for the positioning of ETCS 
elements.  One reason are the systematic errors due to undocumented non-continuities in the 
kilometre line.  Another reason is the lack of track-selective information, which leads to identical 
distances of parallel tracks, even if the lengths of the tracks are actually different due to curves.  In 
ETCS, the positions and distances refer to the distance that a train actually drives along the track (i.e. 
with reference to the track centreline) and not the kilometre line. 

• Limited actuality: Plans or tables have often not been updated after track works. 

• Inappropriate measurements: Distances are determined by inaccurate methods.  The often used 
measuring wheel yields position accuracies of about ±1 % when carefully used.  The precision will 
suffer, however, when starting and target point of such measurements have been determined 
imprecisely themselves, if measurement needs to be interrupted or if the rail had not been alternated 
correctly in curves. 

• “Paper processes”: Usually the track data is only available in analogue or non-machine-readable data 
formats.  Hence, the further data processing requires manual data transfers which is not only an 
expensive but also error prone task. 

In general errors caused by imprecise distance measures (e.g. between signals) may remain undiscovered until 
the final approval or even operation phase. While the search and elimination of eventual errors may cause 
substantial time and cost efforts, undetected errors could lead to interruptions or even hazardous situations 
during the operation.  Thus, the new acquisition of track data becomes inevitable in many projects.  The 
SAT.ENGINE toolset provides an efficient method for the capturing of all relevant elements with the required 
accuracy (see chapter 2). 

2.2 Planning, Engineering and Implementation 

During the planning phase many documents are created based on the track data model.  For example the table of 
data points lists the position, the identities and the intended function of each planned balise.  The balise plan as 

Figure 1: Process chain 
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another important planning document defines not only the topological relationships between balise groups but 
also the distances between relevant wayside elements (e.g. balise groups and signals). 

In case of ETCS L2 applications the interface between the radio block centre (RBC) and the interlocking is 
defined during the planning phase.  

While the planning activities are performed by the operator in most cases, the following engineering phase is in 
supplier responsibility.  One of the main tasks of the engineering phase is the generation of balise telegrams.  
Besides the fixed balise telegrams ETCS L1 requires a set of dynamical telegram data, which contains movement 
authority information and is transmitted from the balise to the train according to the signal aspect.  In ETCS L2 the 
critical movement authority data is transmitted via the radio connection between RBC and onboard units (besides 
a lot of other information like position reports or national values).  Hence, ETCS L2 requires the preparation of a 
route atlas in the RBC as basis for message data generation during operation. 

After the verification of the engineered data the balises are installed at the planned positions and the Radio Block 
Centre is configured by the supplier. 

2.3 Validation 

Finally the project specific configuration of ETCS has to be approved independently during the validation phase.  
During this phase the position of each balise is verified against the planning documents.  Moreover, the balise 
telegrams are checked to be consistent with the engineering documents of the supplier.  Further parts of the 
balise validation cover the check of balise identities, the sequence of balises in the group or the orientation of 
balise groups.   

Usually the balise validation is done in manual way.  Despite the already mentioned accuracy issues the positions 
of the installed balises are usually determined with the measuring wheel, which may increase the probability for 
intolerable positioning errors (in addition to the errors of the initial measurement, planning, engineering and 
installation).  The balise programming units of the supplier are typically used to read and check the telegram of 
each balise. 

While the balise validation turns out to be a time and cost consuming task, the greatest effort is spent on 
validating the content of the message or telegram data.  Especially the consistency of movement authority data 
with the actual topology and the planning values becomes an important part of the final approval phase.   

The ETCS movement authority contains at least the following information about the intended route of the train: 

• Signalling related speed restrictions 

• Length of movement authority as distance between first balise group of movement authority and the 
signal/marker board at the end of authority 

• Distance between danger point and end of authority 

• Length of overlap 

• Linking information as list of balise groups to be expected on the route of the movement authority  

• Distances between linked balise groups  

• Static speed profile on the route 

• Gradient profile on the route 

The validation of the message content is typically accomplished by numerous test trips. During these trips, the 
indicated values of the ETCS DMI (Driver Machine Interface) in the cab are observed and checked against the 
values of the planning documents.  Besides the high efforts spend on the exhaustive testing of all ETCS 
supervised routes the operation on the line needs to be interrupted. 

The project SAT.VALID addresses the optimisation of the mentioned validation tasks and is described in chapter 
4. 
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3 DATA RECORDING WITH SAT.ENGINE 

SAT.ENGINE offers an innovative approach for the recording of railway infrastructure data.  It had been 
developed as an economical alternative to full terrestrial measurement.  

SAT.ENGINE consists of a high-precision position acquisition system, a synchronized imaging method recording 
system and an offline SW-engineering environment for further data processing.  The data acquisition phase of the 
SAT.ENGINE recording process is accomplished during measurement trips with a usual railway traction vehicle. 
The system had been jointly developed by the Dresden University of Technology and the SIGNON Germany 
GmbH. 

The SAT.ENGINE system provides a modular tool concept for the infrastructure data measurement, data 
evaluation and visualisation: 

• SAT.ENGINE Recorder: recording measurement data 

• SAT.ENGINE Data Preparation: evaluation and synchronising of the measurement data  

• SAT.ENGINE Analyzer: Further data processing and visualisation (e.g. to determine element 
positions) 

 

Figure 2: SAT.ENGINE tool concept 

In the following sections the data acquisition process with SAT.ENGINE recorder and the further processing of 
data with the SAT.ENGINE Analyzer tool are presented. 

3.1 Data Acquisition with SAT.ENGINE Recorder 

3.1.1 Measurement equipment 

SAT.ENGINE uses the DGPS (GPS with differential correction) combined with an Inertial Navigation System.  
The positions delivered by DGPS are optimized by the inertial system, which delivers high accuracy 
measurements (accelerations and orientation) and low drift rates.  Short discontinuities in the DGPS correction or 
GPS reception losses in tunnels are interpolated by the dynamic measurements without problems.  Furthermore 
additional odometry sensor technology provides accurate data within longer tunnel sections.  The process yields 
distance measurements that satisfy the ETCS requirements.  

The utilised correction services depend on the geographical situation of the line, the topological conditions and 
the service availability; typically the system uses services such as OmniSTAR HP/VBS, WAAS/EGNOS or Ascos 
with correction data transmission over GSM. 

3.1.2 Onboard measurement setup 

Every railway traction vehicle with a front end cabin is applicable for the SAT.ENGINE measurement setup.  The 
configuration consists of a few components only: Video camcorders are fixed at the screen – for extended 
purposes also at side windows; a compact line scan camera is attached at the railway vehicle buffers with an 
orthogonal adjustment to the track, the GPS-antenna needs rapid fixing on top of the vehicle.  The compact 
inertial navigation sensor device requires physical coupling to the vehicle and a laptop computer with the 
SAT.ENGINE online measurement software controls the devices.  
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Figure 3: System concept of SAT.ENGINE measurement components 

Preparation times including calibrations for a measurement does not exceed a couple of hours (e.g. two to four) 
and dismantling of the equipment is quick.  Measurement travel speeds are in the range of 30km/h to 100km/h, 
which provides time effective measurements of also larger distances.  

As an example the 315 line kilometres of the ÖBB-Westbahn (Corridor Vienna-Salzburg) had been measured in 
both directions within two days.  Serving for the intended ETCS Level 1 equipment, the positions and distances of 
Pre- and Main Signals had been measured, as well as additional Marshalling Sign Positions, Switch Tongues, 
Tunnel Entries, platform extremity positions and other data, all with respect to the respective track centreline. 

3.1.3 Image data acquisition 

Imaging techniques are an integral part of the SAT.ENGINE recording process.  In the scope of the SAT.VALID 
project is the extension of the video setup by a novel industrial image processing unit.  The line-scan camera is 
combined with a fish eye lens in order to capture not only the track area, but also the elements situated besides 
the track (e.g. signals).  In contrast to traditional camcorders the line-scan camera captures only a single row of 
the image.  During the offline process the data stream is processed to two-dimensional image data (Figure 4).  
Since the capturing of rows is triggered by the inertial navigation system the position information of each 
processed image is assigned without the need for synchronisation. 

 

Figure 4: Track section recorded with an industrial line-scan camera 

In addition the processed image data allows a much more precise determination of elements positions especially 
in the surroundings of the track, which is explained in the following section.  

3.2 Data Processing with SAT.ENGINE Analyzer  

The measured raw data are further processed by means of particular software tools.  The position referenced 
video data is transformed by the tool SAT.ENGINE Analyzer to facilitate further planning works.  The Viewer 
software permits the project engineer to easily find and scrutinize particular images of the track at any registered 
position.  The image may then be used for further analysis, e.g. geometrical software modules support the 
determination of precise position of elements within the viewed image relative to the recorded coordinates of the 
image itself.  Also, the graph model may be used to invoke images associated with an edge of the model by 
activating the same in the tool. 
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Figure 5 shows, how the position of a balise is determined in the interface of SAT.ENGINE Analyzer.  The 
interface is complemented by the image data stream from the line-scan camera as part of the SAT.VALID project.   

The obtained Infrastructure Element Data are visualized and ordered in a Graph Model with vertices and edges.  
Each edge and every element situated on an edge is identified by an unambiguous data structure; contents and 
representation of the structures are defined per project.  Data are prepared as Element Lists and are stored in a 
data base and/or used with other project engineering tools; also an import/export to CAD tools is available. 

3.3 Measurement Accuracy 

SAT.ENGINE does not suffer of accumulating errors, all measurement points are situated on the WGS 84 
ellipsoid with approximately the same errors.  Route length’s differences between any elements on any map are 
provided with comparable uncertainties, independent of the length itself.  All distances are supplied with a 
tolerance of 1m. This value is based on the experiences of several commercial projects and has been approved 
by an independent organisation. Queries over several plans/maps are possible and will be supported by particular 
software modules.  

The efficiency of the data processing within SAT.ENGINE is the basis for a faster implementation of upcoming 
ETCS project planning. Due to the flexible interfaces of SAT.ENGINE, the produced data integrates well into the 
project-specific engineering processes. SAT.ENGINE was already applied in several worldwide ETCS projects 
(e.g. Saudi Arabia, Austria, Belgium), usually for the purpose of balise planning or generating topological plans. 

4 VALIDATION WITH SAT.VALID 

The research project SAT.VALID is based on SAT.ENGINE and has been launched in September 2010 by 
Dresden University of Technology and SIGNON Germany GmbH.  The aim of the project is the development of a 
validation tool for ETCS implementations within the duration of three years.  In addition to the mentioned project 
partners the German Railways as well as the Federal Railway Authority are particularly involved in the conception 
and test phases of the project.  Thus, the optimal integration of the SAT.VALID tool into the process chain of 
commercial projects in Germany is supported.  However, the generic and interoperable approach followed by 
SAT.VALID allows the project independent adoption of the tools. 

Both mentioned tasks of the final validation phase (see chapter 2) should be optimized with SAT.VALID.  
Therefore the development is divided into two phases: During the first phase the validation of positions and 

Figure 5: SAT.engine Analyzer 
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telegrams of all installed balises is optimized. The second phase addresses the content validation of the 
transmitted telegram or message data. 

4.1 Balise Validation 

The new SAT.VALID toolset complements the positioning data stream of SAT.ENGINE by the ETCS telegram 
data, which is received and recorded by the ETCS onboard unit (JRU: Juridical Recording Unit).  

During the post processing the recorded SAT.ENGINE positioning data stream is synchronized with the ETCS 
telegram data stream. Thus, the recording process does not only provide an updated track topology data base 
with all relevant elements, but also the telegram data sent from the measured balises to the train.   

Once the synchronisation process is finished the recorded SAT.VALID dataset (SAT.ENGINE + balise telegrams) 
may be checked automatically against planning data.  For that purpose the planning documents as well as 
SAT.VALID recording data are imported in the central SAT.VALID database. During the import process both 
kinds of data inputs are transformed into one common data scheme consisting of telegram as well as topological 
data.  Furthermore the telegram content is decoded and interpreted according to the ETCS-Specification 
(reference [4] and [5]).  

Due to the transformation in one common data format all further checks can be defined in a generic way and 
independently from the data source, supplier, operator or project conditions. Therefore the most checks can be 
described as comparisons of data versions, while the planning data represents one version and is compared to 
the recorded SAT.VALID dataset as reference data version.  
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Figure 6: SAT.VALID check process 

 

All kind of data types, which exist in both versions, can be compared. Some examples are: 

• Are the balises actually installed at the planned position within the planning and installation tolerance? 
Note: the balise positions are defined in two concurrent ways: absolute position in kilometre line and 
relative distance to a reference element (e.g. signals) 

• Is the sequence of the balises within the balise groups consistent with the planning? 

• Does each balise group have the correct neighbour balise group according to the balise plan? 

• Are the telegram checksums of each balise consistent with the list of data points delivered by the 
supplier? 
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• Are the read values of identifier variables within the telegram consistent with the balise identifiers of 
list of data points?  

Besides the version comparison SAT.VALID verifies the telegram data against common and project specific 
engineering rules.  Examples are: 

• Are all telegrams valid ETCS-Telegrams according to UNISIG SUBSET 026? 

• Are all balise measured distances between 3 and 12 metres?  

• Is the telegram content (variable values) appropriate to the intended function of the balise group? 

Since all data and rules are stored within the relational SAT.VALID data base, all checks are defined in the 
standardised and widely-used SQL language.  If the specific rights are assigned to the user, existing checks can 
be manipulated or new checks defined. 

4.2 Validation of Telegram or Message Content 

The resulting tool of the already finished first development phase of SAT.VALID is able to optimise the balise 
validation as well as perform basic checks of variable values. However, it is not possible yet to analyse the critical 
data content in an efficient way.  Even the decoded and interpreted variable values of telegram content can 
hardly be verified against reference data (e.g. planning documents or measurement data).  Exhaustive checks in 
manual way are impossible due to the high amount of data.   

Experience shows, that the engineering process of a small project characterized by a basic topology with about 
70 balise groups and only six switch points yields to 400 telegrams and therefore to at least 40000 variable 
values that needs to be verified.   

The automation of this task turned out to be challenging due to another reason: The verification of critical variable 
values like the length of movement authorities is not possible without considering the topological context. Figure 
7summarises the required tasks in order to evaluate the critical telegram content. 
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Figure 7: Required tasks for evaluation of telegram/message content 

Basically all critical movement authority data like speeds, distances or lengths refers to the track topology.  
Therefore a new approach is developed within the SAT.VALID project, which automatically transforms the 
message content into a new topology model.  Based on the linking information an edge-vertex-model is created 
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and all message content referring to the topology is positioned as elements on the edges.  For example, each 
movement authority length becomes a signal (or marker board) element, which is assigned to an edge and has a 
defined distance to the start balise group of this edge.  The same procedure applies to other relevant information 
like danger points and speed or gradient profile sections.   

After the process all relevant information has been transformed into a topological model consisting of edges, 
vertices and elements, which is fully compatible to other topological data of the SAT.VALID database.  
Consequently, the new model can be verified against SAT.ENGINE/SAT.VALID measurement data, planning 
data or each other kind of imported topological data.  For that purpose the already implemented function for 
version comparisons is used. 

Problems occur with non-machine-readable data formats of planning documents like (scanned) paper plans.  For 
that reasons SAT.VALID also generates a graphical view of the topological model.  In this way even the efficiency 
of manual comparison against reference data is increased.  The generated graph looks not only very similar to 
the usual plan views.  Due to the transformation process the high amount of redundancies are detected and 
eliminated.  For example, the numerous linking definitions are summarized as edge-vertex-model. Each edge 
between two balise groups has only to be verified once in order to confirm, that all linking sections are correct.  By 
this means eventual linking errors of the installed balise groups with respect to sequence or distances are 
revealed. 

danger point

distance EOA-Signal

distance to startnode

(balie group) of edge

 

Figure 8: Extract from SAT.VALID generated graph: signals and danger points 
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Figure 9: Extract from SAT.VALID generated graph: profile data 

Finally the aim of the SAT.VALID approach is to increase the confidence in the correctness of the ETCS 
implementation and to replace or at least reduce the high amount of test trips.  By use of the described validation 
process the consistency between message content and planning documents or measurement data can be 
confirmed. In contrast to the balise validation, the telegram and message data must not be recorded 
synchronously with the SAT.ENGINE measurement.  Therefore, besides the recorded data of the onboard unit 
(JRU) other data sources like programming files of the supplier or RBC logfiles are taken into account as well. 

5 CONCLUSION 

Even if the development is not finished yet, the SAT.VALID tool turns out as a powerful tool for the support of 
ETCS projects already in its current version. Based on the extended measurement tool SAT.ENGINE, which 
captures not only the position of all relevant elements but also the received telegram data, the actual 
implementation is recorded in an efficient way.   

First experiences with message and topology data of on-going ETCS projects show, that the validation of balise 
positions and telegrams is optimized by SAT.VALID.  Moreover the practical feasibility of the presented approach 
for message content validation could be proven with the recorded test data.  Especially the reverse engineered 
topology graph is able to confirm the consistency and plausibility of message contents and support the validation 
process in many ways. 

Even if the described process mainly refers to ETCS, the SAT.ENGINE and SAT.VALID tools can be applied to 
similar communication based train control systems as well.  Finally it can be stated, that the optimisation potential 
of SAT.ENGINE is transferred to the validation of ETCS implementations with SAT.VALID.  The functionality and 
practicability of all developed tools will be further evaluated within commercial ETCS projects as part of the 
SAT.VALID project. 
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